OCTOBER 7TH- BULLYING PREVENTION AWARENESS LIVE ON 88.5
SPECIAL GUEST: DR. ALVIN HARRIS & MR. CORY DICKERSON FROM THE S.E.E.D DEPARTMENT AND DR. RHONDA HILL, K-8 COUNSELING MANAGER.

OCTOBER 20TH- UNITY DAY PRESENTATION AT GEETER K-8.
9AM: SCS UNITY DAY PLEDGE VIRTUAL CEREMONY.
9:30AM: K-5 BULLYING PREVENTION VIRTUAL PRESENTATION.
10:00AM: 6TH-12TH BULLYING PREVENTION VIRTUAL PRESENTATION.
ALL PRESENTATIONS WILL BE CONDUCTED BY THE SHELBY COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE.
A LINK WILL BE SENT FOLLOWING THIS EMAIL.

OCTOBER 28TH- FAMILY VIRTUAL BULLYING PREVENTION AWARENESS NIGHT AT 5:30. HOSTED BY COORDINATED SCHOOL HEALTH AND THE FAMILY AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT DEPARTMENT.
SPECIAL GUEST:
S.E.E.D
SHELBY COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
KINGSBURY CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER PEER EDUCATORS
A LINK WILL BE SENT FOLLOWING THIS EMAIL.

OCTOBER 30TH- BOO FOR BOOKS DRIVE-THRU
SPECIAL GUEST BULLY THE BULL FROM BULLY THE BULL FOUNDATION